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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Dues Notice!!

Just a reminder that we are still looking for 200) Annual Dues from some

members. Please send your dues for this year (or next!) to Arnold Pickman,

150 E. 5 6tIh St. New York, NY 10022.

Your Opinion: Fewer Newsletters?

We also wonder what your opinion would be about reducing the total

number of issues of the PANYC Newsletter prepared each year from five to

three. This does not mean a reduction in the amount of information

distributed, only the amount of time and the cost of preparing and mailing

the newsletter. Please send your opinions to Chris Matthews at the address,

phone, or email provided on the cover.

Email List

Finally, we are hoping to compile an email list that we can use to send

general announcements to the PANYC membership. If you would like to be

on the list please send your email address to PANYC Secretary, Greg

Lattanzi at glattanzi~earthlink.net.



PANYC - Professional Archaeologists of New York City

Minutes of the PANYC General Membership Meeting: 16 May 2001.

NOTICE OF NEXT MEETING: September 19, 2001
Nan Rothschild's house 216 East 72nd Street between 2nd and 3rd.

Executive Board: 6:0) P.M.
Genera Membership: 6:30 P.M.

President Nanl Rothschild called the meeting to order at 6:35 P.M.

SECRETARY'S REPORT: Minutes accepted with minor revisions.

TrREASURER'S REPORT: There is a balance of $1.830.42 in the PANYC treasury, as reported by

Arnold Pickmnan.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT: President Rothschild mentioned that this years Public Program was a huge
success. The following dates have been picked for the next years meetings: September 19 "b, November
W4% January 23n1. March 13 , and May 8 th . Rothschild thanked Yamin for publishing the newsletter and

thiat we have a tentative arrangement with Chris Matthews to publish the next newsletter. A discussion
continued about future newsletters. Arnold Pickman made a motion to limit the number of pages (to be
worked out between the editor and copier, which is up to discussion) in the Newsletter. Nan Rothschild
amended the motion, adding that we should consider cutting down the frequency of newsletter, which
would be stated in the next newsletter, along with a dues reminder. The motion passed.

Nail Rothschild discussed a Burial Bill (No. 7638) for New York State that has been presented by NYAC.
The Bill is currently in draft form. Rothschild asked if anyone would be willing to read and comment on
the Bill. Anne Marie Cantwell agreed to comment on the bill.

Lattanzi mentioned a new NYSAA proposal that would help in preserving archaeological sites wile
promoting preservation. As member of both PANYC and the Met Chapter of the NYSAA. Lattanzi would
act as a liaison between the two groups. This proposal is still in the preliminary stages and has not been
officially voted onl.

A recent excavation in Brooklyn conducted by Historical Perspectives was discussed. Nan Rothschild
contacted Saunders about the excavation. We are interested in knowing where the project area is located,
when it was occupied and who lived there. We will contact them again when the project is. finished. Nan
Rothschild will attempt to contact Saunders and ask if she or Betsy Kearns would like to present some of
their recent research at an upcoming PANYC meeting.

The status of the artifacts excavated from City Hall Park was discussed. It had been reported that a deal
had been signed to analyze the artifacts that included A. Bankoff (Brooklyn College) and T. McGovern
(Hunter College) to analyze the artifacts, however it is unclear whether the arrangement had actually been
finalized. In order to get more information, Nan Rothschild will contact A. Bankoff to inquire about the
situation.

ACTION: Shelly Spritzer mentioned that ConEd was conducting underground work at Stuyvesant Street.
This work is supposedly not touching any undisturbed ground, however Shelly will look into it further.

AWARDS: Nothing to report



ELECTION: Nothing ito report

EVENTS: Archaeological institute of America is hosting art urban archaeology lecture at Barnard
Ci lice on October 23rd.

MUNICIPAL ART SOCIETY: This group had their first mfeeting to discuss how to write up
arcliaeolo,,ical concerns as pant i [the review process for new construction.

M1EMBERSllIIP: Charles A. 8Bli was accepted as a member of PANYC.

MIET. CHAPTER NYSAA: Gregory Lattanzi noted that there was no meeting scheduled for May.

NEWSLETTER: Christopher Matthews has agreed to publish the next newsletter.

NYAC: People should check the NYAC listserv for current issues and debates.

PUBLIC PROGRAM: Nothing to report

PARKS I)EPARTMENT: Joan Geismar will contact the Parks Department to obtain information on a
contact person for future issues.

REPOSITORY: Joan Geismar indicated that she would talk to the Museum of the City of New York
about using them as a repository along with other places. She stated that the Museum of the City of New
York is moving Tweed Courthouse and that there might be more room at the courthouse.

URBAN STANDARDS: Nothing to report

RESEARCH AND PLANNING: Nan mentioned that this committee needs more members and hopes
that there will he a pool of people to draw on when issues arise.

WEB SITE: The web site is up and Chris Ricciardi was commended for his efforts.

OLD BUSINESS: The free safety course offered by Panamerican Consultants on June 22nd was
mentioned again.

NEW BUSINESS: The concern over the future of Governors Island was brought up. The Action
Committee was given the task of writing to Hillary Clinon who is concerned with preservation issues and
may have an interest in Governors Island. Lynn Rakos agreed to write the letter.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:00 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

Gregory D. Lattanzi
PANYC Secretary
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AROUND NEW YOF
SCottages' historic claim

was 'myth,' developer says
NEW YORK - The developer

who leveled three Staten Island cot-
Zttages often de- - -

-- scribeasasumme, retreat for-

* Catholic Worker
founder Dorothy
Day claimed Tues-
day that Day never
lived at the site.

"I did my own
research in the last'.
few months," John1 
DiScala said at a Day
Landmarks Preservation Commis-
sion hearing in Manhattan. "This
was all a myth. This was all a hoax."

DiScala, who knocked the cottages
down in February, had agreed to pre-
serve them when he bought the land
from the not-for-profit Spanish Na-
turopath Society for $7 million in
1997.

Jennifer Raah, the outgoing chair-
woman of the committee, said Di-
Scala had broken an agreement with
her. "You did pledge to me that you
were going to donate those cottages
and you did break your word to me,"
she sa5-i

Preservationists say Day, a radical
social activist who was proposed for
sainthood by the late Cardinal John
O'Connor, spent long stretches of
time in one of the three bungalows
owned by members of the Catholic
Workers from the early 1970s until
her death in 1980 at age 83.

Patrick Jordan, the managing edi-
tor of the lay Catholic magazine
Commonweal, said a friend, Rose-
mary Morse, had bought the cottage
and Day paid rent to her.

'We lived across the way and
Dorothy would come over," said Jor-
dan, who said he was on the staff of
the Catholic Worker during Day's lat-
er years. "It was never her primary
address but she did spend significant
time there."

He said Day spent several sum-
mers in the 1970s at Spanish Camp
as well as the winter of 1974-75.

Spanish Camp was formed in 1929
on a 17-acre, remote and woodsy site
overlooking Raritan Bay as a summer j
bungalow community by a group of
mainly Hispanic, nature-loving vege-
tarians. Through the years, the cot-
tages were sold to outsiders but the
Naturopath Society stil owned the
land.

Although the three cottages most
closely associated with Day have been
demolished, the landmarks commis-
sion is considering whether to desig-
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June 2, 2001 IGateway
Religion Journal: A Rabbi's Look at 'ae a
Archaeology Touches a Nerve Sle7PC
Bv GUSTAV NIEBUHR

F or 400 years, the sermon has been an American art form, a spoken
message for a mass audience, with references to a religious text. Some

had such impact they entered literary history, as witness recent books of
famous sermons by preachers from Cotton Mather to the Rev- Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. -- - AB. Ahon___

Rut in an era in which visual culture seems dominant, can a sermon still .Epndb6cs
arouse in people a deep response, prompting days, even weeks, of ---- _L
discussion? For an affirmative response, one might look to Rabbi David
Wolpe of Sinai Temple, a 1,600- family synagogue belonging to Judaism'sfr
Conservative movement, in the Westwood district of Los Angeles.

Some weeks ago, on Passover's eve, he preached a sermon discussing thea
fact that archaeologists had not found evidence in the Sinai desert to-H r ..
support the biblical account of the ancient Israelites' Exodus from Egypt.

In raising this subject, Rabbi Wolpe was hardly revealing a secret about ---
contemporary archaeology- For a decade, a growing number of Israeli 1eM Atho
archaeologists have been quite public about their work, which has generated
controversy in Israel and which includes discoveries that have led to another iotpwfa
theory, that the Israelites gradually emerged as a people from among theenisfoPC
Bronze Age population of Canaan, rather than militarily conquering the
land, as the Bible tells.

Still, having archaeology discussed from the pulpit, rather than from secular
academia, touched a nerve.7

"I've gotten responses essentially frm all over the world," Rabbi Wolpe
said in a telephone interview on Thursday. 

t P
'the sermon made news in Los Angeles and eventually in Jerusalem, as well
as points in between. Yes, he said, his choice of topic upset some. But
others commended him for raising the subject.

Still, Rabbi Wolpe said his sermon, which he folowed up with other talks to
his congregation, was meant to do something more than use archaeology as
a counterpoint to biblical narratives. He wanted, he said, to say that

1ILLp://WWW.lytLlIes.CwIII/IVV/VO/VZ/IdIUunavL/lnL.lltlmutIpagewIteu-pilt Is'JUI
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fundamental spiritual truth can exist quite apart from historical facts, and
this, for Jews, can be found in what the Bible tells about the Exodus.

The sermon, he said, was intended to present the story of Passover, and to
say it should not be understood as precise historical record, but appreciated
instead "for its deeper and more central meaning," as giving Jews a way to
understand the pattern of their history, with liberation following
enslavement.

"This is the sacred story of our people," Rabbi Wolpe said, referring to
Exodus, "and I believe that it has a historical kernel. But that's not the most
important part of it."

"The most important part of it is it is true - even if it is not literal, even if it
is not factual - it is true, and Jews for millennia have seen the truth of it,"
the rabbi said, "The truth is the way it allows us to see our history and
experience our present."

For the record, a number of people have taken issue with Rabbi Wolpe,
among them Rabbi Avi Shaftran, public affairs director of the Orthodox
organization Agudath Israel of America.

By separating spiritual truth and historical fact, Rabbi Shaftan said, Rabbi
Wolpe made a distinction that Jewish tradition, from an Orthodox
perspective, does not make. The tradition "fuses them together mna fierce
way," Rabbi Shafran said, adding that he considered archaeology to be a
"highly inexact" science.

Progress Urged on Mideast

A speech, not a sermon, on contemporary Israel was what Rabbi Eric H.
Yoffie wrote to deliver last night to a gathering of national directors of the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, the Reform movement's
synagogue organization, which he serves as president.

In a telephone interview from Cleveland, where the group has been
meeting, he said his speech would say that the United States government
should be encouraged toward active involvement in trying to restat
negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians.

"First of all, there's a very clear historical record that progress happens"
when Washington is involved, Rabbi Yoffie said.

"And there's a variety of alternatives that are much worse," he added. "A
U.N. presence would be absolutely disastrous for Israel's interests."

A draft of Rabbi Yoffie's text contained a harsh appraisal of Yasir Arafat
and the Palestinian leadership, in light of the current violence, along with a
statement that the liberal Reform movement had "misjudged" that

IILLP:// WWW.IyLIIlles.UwIIz11J1/iVI/VuVzIIUaUWdiUUI.fliULIU pagv:WateUt-pnhilt 1131J1U
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Religion Journal: A Rabbi's Look at
Archaeology Touches a Nerve

By GUSTAV NWEBUHR

F or 400 years, the sermon has been an American art form, a spoken
message for a mass audience, with references to a religious text. Some

had such impact they entered literary history, as witness recent books of
famous sermons by preachers from Cotton Mather to the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.

Buot in an era in which visual culture seems dominant, can a sermon still
arouse in people a deep response, prompting days, even weeks, of
discussion? For an affirmative response, one might look to Rabbi David
Wolpe of Sinai Temple, a 1,600- family synagogue belonging to Judaism'sfr
Conservative movement, in the Westwood district of Los Angeles.

Some weeks ago, on Passover's eve, he preached a sermon discussing thea
fact that archaeologists had not found evidence in 'he Sinai desert to
support the biblical account of the ancient Israelites' Exodus from Egypt.

In raising this subject, Rabbi Wolpe was hardly revealing a secret about
contemporary archaeology. For a decade, a growing number of Israeli h.M Atfn
archaeologists have been quite public about their work, which has generated ann hewrds
controversy in Israel and which includes discoveries that have led to another * * -spoer

theory, that the Israelites gradually emerged as a people from among theenisfoPC
Bronze Age population of Canaan, rather than militarily conquering the
land, as the Bible tells.

Still, having archaeology discussed from the pulpit, rather than from secular
academia, touched a nerve.

"I've gotten responses essentially from all over the world," Rabbi Wolpe
said in a telephone interview on Thursday. Otl~i

The sermon made news in Los Angeles and eventually in Jerusalem, as well
as points in between. Yes, he said, htis choice of topic upset some. But
others commended him for raising the subject.

Still, Rabbi Wolpe said his sermon, which he focllowed up with other talks to
his congregation, was meant to do something more than use archaeology as
a counterpoint to biblical narratives. He wanted, he said, to say that
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fundamental spiritual truth can exist quite apart from historical facts, and*
this, for Jews, can be found in what the Bible tells about the Exodus.

The sermon, he said, was intended to present the story of Passover, and to
say it should not be understood as precise historical record, but appreciated
instead "tbr its deeper and more central meaning," as giving Jews a way to
understand the pattern of their history, with liberation following
enslavement.

"This is the sacred story of our people," Rabbi Wolpe said, referring to
Exodus, "and I believe that it has a historical kernel. But that's not the most
important part of it."

"The most important part of it is it is true - even if it is not literal, even ifit
is not factual - it is true, and Jews for millennia have seen the truth of it,"
the rabbi said. "The truth is the way it allows us to see our history and
experience our present."

For the record, a number of people have taken issue with Rabbi Wolpe,
among them Rabbi Avi Shafr-an, public affairs director of the Orthodox
organization Agudath Israel of America.

By separating spiritual truth and historical fact, Rabbi Shaf-an said, Rabbi
Wolpe made a distinction that Jewish tradition, from an Orthodox
perspective, does not make. The tradition "fuses them together mna fierce
way," Rabbi Shafran said, adding that he considered ar-chaeology to be a
"highly inexact" science.

Progress Urged on Mideast

A speech, not a sermon, on contemporary Israel was what Rabbi Eric H.
Yoffle wrote to deliver last night to a gathering of national directors of the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, the Reform movement's
synagogue organization, which he serves as president.

In a telephone interview from Cleveland, where the group has been
meeting, he said his speech would say that the United States government
should be encouraged toward active involvement in trying to restart
negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians.

"First of all, there's a very clear historical record that progress happens"
when Washington is involved, Rabbi Yoffie said.

"And there's a variety of alternatives that are much worse," he added. "A
U.N. presence would be absolutely disastrous for Israel's interests."

A draft of Rabbi Yoffie's text contained a harsh appraisal of Yasir Arafat
and the Palestinian leadership, in light of the current violence, along with a
statement that the liberal Reform movement had "misjudged" that
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leadership's will to rorge a peace.

But in the text, Rabbi Yoffie did not reject Mr. Arafat as a negotiating
partner for the Israelis. And he also called on the Israelis to "freeze
temporarily all settlement construction" on the West Bank as "politically
wise and morally right."

The speech, he said, was intended to be nuanced, fitting for liberals who
find themselves in a difficult position amid the violence, but who have not
given up on a peaceful solution.

"Despite everything, we maintain that hope," he said, "because there are
elements of hope in the situation, and as religious people we have no other
choice."

Copyrigh 2001 The New York Times Company PrvcInomtn

IitLp://WWW lIytluies.uoill/fzu1I/uo/UL/Irdia~~nUvznr-1l.IItlu tPagewaitvti1-pnhit na.flU1
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To Be a Slave in Brooklyn
RB lRFNTS SIAI'IIS

N orhernrs tend to believe that slavery was confined to the South and that the
North was composed of "free" states. The truth is that slavery was practiced

All over the early United States, including the Dutch colonial settlement of New
Amisterdamn. which later became New York. The Dutch established New
Amsterdam in the early 1600's and immediately imported Africans to work on
farms arid public works like the fortress wall from which Wall Street gets its
name. By the I18th century, New York had more enslaved Africans than any other
city in the country. with the exception of Charleston, S.C. Slavery was abolished
here only in 182 7.

Many New Yorkers who know this history first heard it in 1991, when a
construction crew uncovered a colonial-era Afican burial ground while digging
the foundation of an office tower in lower Manhattan. Skeletons exhumed from
the African Burial Ground have since told us a great deal about how enslaved New
Yorkers died. But scholars are just beginning to understand how they lived. An
archaeological teamn led by Prof. H. Arthur Bankoff of Brooklyn College has
uncovered a clue at a 282-year-old Dutch farmhouse in Marine Park, a
neighborhood in Brooklyn. Last winter, they stumbled upon evidence establishing
the house as the first known slave dwelling in what would become New York
City. Beneath the floorboards, the archaeologists found religious objects that
establish a link between the spiritual practices of enslaved New Yorkers and those
of Africans on plantations in the Deep South -- and ultimately in West Africa
itself.

The peeling. I 8-room farmhouse sprawls over an expansive lot and dwarfs the
two-story row houses lining this predominantly blue-collar neighborhood. The
house is named for Hendrick 1. Lott (1760-1840), the scion of a Dutch farming
family that once owned more than 200 acres in Marine Park. In 1719, the Lotts
built a modest three-room farmhouse. In 1800, the family moved it to the current
location -- 1940 East 36th Street -- and joined it to a larger house, resulting in the
existing structure.

The Lotts were among the area's largest slaveholders. Legal documents from 1803
list 12 slaves. The "Negroman' Harry and the "Negrowoman" Mary are valued at ________

just $25 each, suggesting that they were elderly and no longer suitable for field
work. Thle documents also list five children -- three boys and two girls -- who
range from $50 to $ 100. But most prized of these was a Negro man named Powel,
listed at $200, followed by two Negro women, Moll and Cate, listed at $125 each.

Slaves began to decline in value after 1799, when New York enacted a gradual

A3 . 6/26/01 11:31 AM
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cmilancipation that ensured that enslaved Africans born after July 4 of that year
would ,zain freedomn if they served their masters until they were 28 (for men) and

25 (fOr %%omen). Enslaved Aficans became more difficult to hold as manumission
became a certainty. Hendrick [ott freed all of his family's slaves, except one,
during the first decade of the 1 800's. But they were most likely hired back as paid
workers.

Onkv a handful oif the Dutch farmhouses that once dotted this city still stand. The
I-Ott house surv ived in part because it was continuously occupied until 1989, when
its last resident, Ella Stuydam. died and the city made it a landmark. The building
continued to deteriorate and would have been lost if not for the people of Marine
Park. This community of cops. firemen and teachers fought to save the house. The
cop across the street came out at night in his underwear to chase away vandals.
Neighbors hosed down the roof during Fourth of July fireworks to keep the
house's wood frame from catching fire. They periodically cleared away brush and
repaired the white picket fence.

Christopher Ricciardi and Alyssa Loorya grew up in the neighborhood. As Ph.D.
candidates, they studied the house for two years before happening upon a trapdoor
in a closet ceiling. Scuttling up a ladder, they found a narrow passageway running
between a pair of cramped, windowless rooms under the eaves, neither of which
exceeded four feet in height. The room on the left was sooty from what had been a
heating hole in the chimney, now patched with mortar. The passageway floor was
speckled with candle drippings and led to a boarded-up door, which once led to a
family bedroom. The two knew almost instantly that at least some of the slaves
had lived and slept in these cramped, airless rooms, serving the family's needs day
and night.

They pul]led up the floorboards in the chimney room and found five corncobs
arranged in what appeared to be a cross or star shape. New Yorkers renovating old
houses may have encountered such things and discarded them. But to experienced
eyes, they are more than just debris. The cross formed by cobs suggests a
cosmogram, a symbol known to anthropologists as a West African depiction of the
cosmos. One line represents the boundary between the living and the dead and the
other the path of power that connects these worlds. Archaeologists studying slave
quarters in the Deep South have typically found African ritual items buried near
fireplaces, which slaves viewed as the way spirits entered or left the house.
Cosmograms have been found on clay pots and bowls used by enslaved Africans.
Comnstalks were also found in the room on the right, but had been scattered by
rodents and so were no longer arranged in a recognizable pattern. But the team
was excited to find a ritual collection of objects that included an oyster shell, half
an animal pelvis bone and a cloth pouch tied with hemp. Slaves used them to
manage spirits, which, if properly fed and handled, would carry out a range of
acts. Scholars have typically argued that West Afican spiritual life was confined
to the Deep South, where slave populations were large enough to sustain their
rituals. But the Lott house shows that African religious practices survived, not just
in the Deep South and in the border states, but here in New York City.

Brent Staples is an editorial writer for The Times.

of 3 . 6/26/01 k1:31 AM.
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Manhattan Past, Queens Present; City Hall Park Artifacts Are

Returned From Obscurity

By DAN BARRY

Men in a moving truck drove down to Virginia three months ago to collect some stuff belonging to the
City of New York. They pulled up in front of a warehouse in Fairfax, loaded box after box into the
truck's hold, and headed north, back to the city.

It is safe to say that no other vehicle on Interstate 95 was transporting simnilar cargo that day. Inside the
truck were 349 boxes containing nearly a half-million remnants of Manhattan's past, including
thousands of pieces of Colonial-era detritus: marbles and musket balls, coins and clay pipes, fragments
of the finest stemware and shards of the crudest pottery.

Archaeologists and historians consider much of the cargo to be invaluable in understanding everyday
life in New York at a time when criminals and patriots were hanged in the public green and revolution
was the talk on the street. But if the men realized the historical import of their load, they did not let on;
there was no 'Honk If You Love Grog" sticker on their truck's bumper.

Today the 349 boxes -- which also contain what even the most conscientious archivist mnight consider
to be plain old junk -- are temporarily stored in a hot and unventilated city-owned building in Queens.
How they wound up there, after spending nearly two years in a Virginia warehouse, is a contemporary
tale of bureaucracy mundane enough to approach the absurd.

In October 1999, Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani held a ceremony to trumpet the newly restored City Hall
Park. The yearlong endeavor, which also included roadwork and other repairs, cost about $29 million -
- and it looked it. The park had been transformed from 9 acres of'Lower Manhattan dreariness to a
bona fide attraction, with handsome fencing, inviting pathways and a Victorian-era granite fountain.

Still, there was some unfinished business. City Hall Park sits on land that in the 18th century sewved as
open space at the northern boundary of the city, in the shadows of a British military barracks, an
almshouse and the Bridewell jail. The space, known as the "commons," was where- livestock grazed,
troops paraded and the Sons of Liberty railed against the crown. Here was where average New
Yorkers first heard the words: "We hold these truths to be self-evident."

Realizing that the earth beneath the grass might give up secrets of the past, the Landmarks Preservation
Comminission required that during the park's restoration a team of archaeologists be on site to salvage
artifacts and ensure that no burial sites were disturbed. And from the beginnng the abundance of
historic material exceeded expectations.



First. there were the bodies, more than a dozen of them; they were left where they were found. Second,
there were the scattered pieces of human remains; they were collected and are now being studied at the
Smithsonian.

Finally, there were hundreds of thousands of objects -- so many, in fact, that a project that was
supposed to cost $160,000 and last seven weeks dragged on for eight expensive months. "That was not
anticipated," said Deputy Mayor Rudy Washington, who oversaw the park renovation. "But we went
through great pains to pay respect to the culture of America and to try to do it right."

According to Dr. Petar Glumac, the project's lead archaeologist, the project had become a historic
mother lode, turning up artifacts "that were probably the most important collection to come out of
,Manhattan in the last 20 years."

There were coins from around the world, he said, including one of the first American dollars "ever
minted by the new republic." There were buttons that he said had probably been made under some kind
of workfare program at the almshouse. There were rubb ish pits cluttered with animal bones and
clamshells, providing insight into past diet fads.

Dr. Glumac said that he was particularly intrigued by what appears to have been left behind by British
officers when they occupied the city during the Revolutionary War: shards of fine tea sets and bottles
of excellent French wines. These items have stirred the archaeologist to imagine that "when they
realized the gig was over and George Washington was winning, they went out on one last big jag."

Dr. Glumac, who worked at the time for Parsons Engineering Science Inc., said that each item -

whether it was a ginger-beer bottle or an animal's jaw bone -- was seaicdl in a clear plastic bag and put
in a box. Then, every few days, he would have those boxes shipped to a warehouse in Fairfax, where,
he thought, the city would underwrite further analysis and research.

Mayor Giuliani's ceremony in the park camne and went. There were sporadic and sometimes tense
communications between Parsons and the city about cost overruns in the project's first phase, as well as
about cost estimates regarding the second phase, which called for a proper analysis of the material.

Meanwhile, Dr. Glumac said, "None of the artifacts ever got to be preserved, stabilized and cataloged.
And all I did was crank down the lab temperature to stymie additional deterioration" that comes when
unearthed artifacts are exposed to oxygen.

More than a year passed; the coins and shoe buckles, the bottle bits and animal bones sat in plastic.
Then, three months ago, the city contacted Dr. Glumnac and told him that it wanted its stuff back.

Dr- Glumac was too angry to mutter "Odds bodkins" and be done with it. From an archaeological-
standpoint, he and other archaeologists say, it is always best for the sake of continuity to have those
who unearthed the material work on the analysis. And from a business standpoint, he said, Parsons had
already lost money on the initial phase of the park project, and was now being nudged out of another
contract -- all for material that it had generously stored for 20 months.

"There was not even a thank you," he said. "It was 'Give us our stuff back and goodbye.'

ihenry J. Stem, the commissioner of parks and recreation, said that keeping the artifacts -temporarily
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stored in Virg~inia "was the cheapest way to do it." He also said that after conducting an inventory of
the material, Parsons submitted an estimate for the cost of doing the analysis, "but there was no funding
for it."

But he said that the city recently struck upon a cost-effective plan. Mayor Giuliani has set aside
$300,000 to pay for students in the archaeology programs at the City University of New York to
analyze every button and musket ball.

Dr. H. Arthur Bank-off, the chairman of anthropology and archaeology at Brooklyn College, said that
the program would probably provide fodder for more than a dozen dissertations and mastees theses.
But first things first: the city still had to retrieve its half-million unearthed objects from down South.

And so, in late April, workers from the Atlantic Moving Company in Long Island City, Queens -- hired
by the city at a cost of $1,260 -- drove to Fairfax and loaded their truck with boxes of ghostly cargo.

Then they drove about 260 miles north to the vacant half of a Parks Department building in Flushing.
Meadows-Corona Park, across from the United States Tennis Association complex and not far from
Shea Stadium.

Under the watch of David Goldstone, the Parks Department's assistant chief of construction and capital
projects, they piled the 349 boxes -- some with handwritten labels saying "non-human bone" -- in a hot,
vacant room that has the creepy feel of an abandoned abattoir.

Mr. Goldstone admitted that during the unloading he gave in to curiosity. "1 opened up a couple of
boxes," he said. "I saw bones and shells and pieces of crockery."

The boxes contain many objects that have nothing to do with the Colonial era, but are the bricks and
rubbish of a new democracy. Some of the items reflect the passage of time in a strange, numismatic
way: there are pennies from 1849, 1907 and 1940, and even a dime from 1967.

Last week Dr. Bankoff went out to the sauna-like building to check out the delivery from Fairfax. "I
would like to get them out of there," he said. "I'd like to get them cleaned up and distributed to the
people who should be working on them."

Hie said that he also looked inside a few boxes, and was glad to find that the mud-caked remnants of a
city's past looked pretty good, all things considered.

Organizations mentioned in this article:

Related Terms:
Archaeology and Antopology; City Hall (NYC)
You may print this article now, or save it on your computer for future reference. Instructions for saving
this article on your computer are also available.

Copyright 2001 The New York Times Cojpany
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Threat to Archaeology: The Privy Diggers
By SARAH BOXER

or a weekend of digging in an old potty hole in Lincoln, Neb., Tim
Clerments was hauled into court this summer- The charges? Criminal6

trespass, criminal mischief and theft- What was Mr. Clements doing rooting in
a privy? Looking for bottles, dishes and, as one privy digger put it, lots of "real
cool stuff."

Privy diggers are the outhouse equivalent of the people who sweep over old
battlefields with metal detectors looking for bullets and coins. On their Web Eprec
sites they list prime digging areas, discuss shovels and show off the things they the difference:
dredge up. They post pictures of themselves and their partners looking up from
their digs. They look happy.

One collector bragged that he had found guns, a set of brass knuckles, a pistol,
glass eyes, a slave collar and a dog collar in privies. Mnother said he found
"marbles, pipes, ivory toothbrushes and combs, porcelain dolls' heads,
dentures, cigarette holders, brass locks and many other strange items." But
now some treasure hunters are finding that the privies they covet are already
claimed by archaeologists. And the archaeologists are playing tough. They
accuse the privy diggers of destroying history. Privies, you see, are not only
treasure- troves, but also perfect archaeological sites. People throw everything In vest
into them, and those things tend to stay put. At least they used to. o ln
On a Friday in late June, Peter Bleed, an archaeologist at the University of
Nebraska in Lincoln, picked out a privy he intended to excavate on a new wt
construction site at the university. "I was going to use standard archaeological
procedure," he said. That is, he said, he was going to "unfill it systematically."
But when he returned on Monday, he found that someone had broken into the
locked and fenced-in site and removed some of the goodies. The dig "wasn't
very good," Mr. Bleed said. The looter had dug right through the middle of the
site. "He didn't get to the corners," he said. The thing about privies is that
"they are mounded high in the center and things roll off to the sides." So that's
where most of the riches are.

Still, Mr. Clements - who police said turned out to be the looter - got
enough by digging through the mniddle. According to Mr. Bleed, he got 17
bottles, including a medicine bottle for. a consumption cure and a bottle for a
women's tonic called Lydia Pinkhian's Vegetable Compound. The police said
they caught Mr.. Clements by asking other bottle collectors in the area if they'd
seen anyone strange hangingaround the site. "The bottle collectors are
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organized," Mr. Bleed said. "They know who did it. " it is too bad, he added,
that the archaeologists and hobbyists can't work together, since many privy
diggers know a lot about what people tossed into privies.

"I've tried - not successfiully - to collaborate with them," Mr. Bleed said.
Some are "sincere but misguided history buffs," he said. And some are "just
looters." This has been going on for 20 years at least, he said, but now the
market for the artifacts is growing. "The Internet has made this blossom," Mr.
Bleed said, because it provides "a good network and a market."

Lisa Nagaoka, an archaeologist at the University of North Texas in Denton,
agreed that digging "can be a lucrative business." The stuff that is dug up is
selling on eBay. For instance, "a complete Southwest pot can go for tens of
thousands of dollars,"' she said. But she acknowledged that "there are
knowledgeable, concerned amateurs who excavate as would any professional
archaeologist" and who are interested in the artifact "as a piece of a larger
puzzle," as a piece of history.

But it's a wild world out there. The laws that preserve national cultural
resources, Ms. Nagaoka said, cover only national lands. The rest is left up to
the states. "And in most states, private land is exempt from these laws." It is
like owning guns, she said. "Many collectors feel they have a right to dig up
what they want, and that the legislation impinges on their right to pursue their
hobby-"

In addition to many bottles, the arnateur privy diggers seem to have uncovered
something else interesting: a little-known specialty in archaeology. Last year
the spring issue of the journal Historical Archaeology was devoted entirely to
privies. It was titled "View from the Outhouse: What We Can Learn From the
Excavation of Privies. " Kathleen Wheeler, the editor of the issue and an
archaeologist from Portsmouth, N.H., detailed the correct procedure for
excavating a privy. You don't go in from the top, but from the sides. And you
enter "from the outside in, rather than working from within the vault walls,"
she wrote. That way, you can see the layering better.

In that journal, Elizabeth S. Pefla, an archaeologist at the State University at
Buffalo, and Jacqueline Dentmon, an archaeologist at Boston University,
gleaned the "social organization of a boardinghouse" by digging through the
privies of Buffalo. And David R. Bush, who teaches in the anthropology
department at the Center for Historic and Military Archaeology at Heidelberg
College in Tiffin, Ohio, reconstructed the living conditions of Confederate
prisoners of war on Johnson's Island in Sandusky Bay in Ohio - what the
prisoners drank and ate, the medicines they were given and the ways they tried
to survive and escape (through the privies) -just by looking at the layering of
latrine samples.

An archaeologist named Brian D. Crane from Fairfax, Va., not only pieced
together the story of 19th- century sanitation in Washington, but also parsed
the differences between "filth, garbage and rubbish," not to mention the
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substance that archaeologists delicately refer to as night soil, which is to say,
excrement. The first privy diggers, he found, were Washington's poorer
residents. "scavengers who cleaned privies and sold night soil to farmers for
fertilizer." In the course of their collections, he wrote, they found "refine for
resale, such as whole or broken bottles, cans and rags.' Sound familiar?

You have to wonder who has the stomach for this kind of work. Plenty of
folks, it turns out. The amateur privy diggers seem to revel in it. 'Contrary to
most first impressions, there is no bad smell, no germs and no bacteria," wrote
a man named Eddie on his privy digging Web page. "Mother Nature has turned
all the biological contents back into pure earth compost." And the
archaeologists don't seem nearly as bothered by night soil as by the prospect
that the history in them will be lost. The question, Mr. Bleed said, is "will
America take care of its stuff or not?"

Perhaps we should all take care. Next time you visit the outhouse, remember,
you're making history.
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By Donald L. Johnson
Feature Story

When Darwin's name is mentioned, most
* - people conjure up images of evolution,

monkey trials, and church-science
controversies, not archaeology and soil
sience. Archaeology and soil science?

DriIn fact, surprising as this may seem,
CYCLADE3 ISLANDS Darwin contributed key observations to both

Non PesoandMke fields, near the beginning of his illustrious
Read Mote career and at its very end. He did it by observing the behavior of

the lowly earthworm for many years, and by parefiully observing
- -the soil environment on itis faily farm. The story begins in 1837.

TOP STORIES
T.30-2001 That year, not long after returning from his four-year world

>Archeologists voyage on H. M.S. Beagle, Darwin wrote a professional note
discover golden titled "On the formation of vegetable mould". His essay dealt with
Siberian tomb soils, artifacts, and worms. Now, soil -- or at least that part we

now call topsoil -- in Darwin's time and in fact during most a of
>Archaeologists dig the nineteenth century was commonly called "mould", or more

at 'Hell Gap' USA
properly "vegetable mould". Darwin noted that objects such as

>Dublin's medieval coins and other artifacts left behind by Romans during their
past unlocked by occupation of England 2,000 years earlier were dug up fr~equently
excavations

in fields and gardens. In the absence of any measurable dust that
>Spit ofSocrtescould have buried the Roman objects, why, he asked, are such

still wal -ks the streets items always dug up, and how did they get buried in the first
of Athen3s place? For that matter, why do archaeologists invariably dig for I

artifacts? Darwin asked these questions -- and answered them --

Unlimited USA in his 1837 paper, and in another paper of the same tidle in 1844,
Nationwide Access for

Sam lo flt mnthy .and again in 1881 in his final work on the subject titled "The
rate. Over 5000 dial- Formation of Vegetable Mould, Through the Action of Worms,
up locations. For more With Observations on Their Habits". The "worm book",a i
info_ click here asi

came to be known, appeared one year before his death in 1882. In
it Darwin showed how earthworms, by ingesting soil at depth and
regularly depositing it upon the surface as fecal castings, cause
artifacts, stones, cinders and the like - in fact, as it turns out, any
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mgrate downward, slowly and inexorably, to a common level.

Bythis process, given enough time multiple objects scattered on
Egypt Revealed is the the surface would descend, ultimately to form a three-dimensional
largest magazine in
the world dedicated concentration or layer at depth. Such objects would appear as a
Egypt's amazing line of artifacts or stones in a trench or roadcut. The line of

histry- earnmoreartifacts and stones, now appropriately called "artifact-lines" and
"stone-lines", would ultimately define the base of an animal-
worked layer, or horizon. We also now call this biotically-worked
horizon a "biomantle", the "vegetable mould" of Darwin's time.
Darwin, however, did not use descriptive-geneticterms, nor did he
coin any, and neither did he give a name to the general processes
langouan" caeatroutcarid show gtbye mdiagraSuh
("biouation")etatr purodced w "vgtbe md".rSuh
bioturbation works to bury artifacts. His process diagrams were
based on real and actual artifacts, such as cinders and ash with
intermixed flints- He and his family had applied these to the
surface of their fields as fertilizer some years earlier, which were
later exposed as subsurface lines of intermixed cinders, ash and
flints in trenches he had dug.

The concepts in Darwin's book had an immediate impact on
several fields. A number of articles appeared where biotically-
produced surface mantles with stone-lines were described.
Geologists were especially well represented in this effort. Eminent
American geologist Nathaniel Southwood Shaler, for example, in
1 891 visually diagrammed the stone-sinking process that Darwin
described, reproduced here.

Strangely, however, few if any articles of this nature from
Darwin's time until the 1950s were produced by archaeologists or

-soil scientists, the very practitioners who should have been most
*receptive to Darwin's message, and whose disciplines would stand
to benefit most. Indeed, after the turn of the century interest in
Darwin's process message waned, not to be revived for a half-
century or more. Reasons are complex, but illuminate certain
fundamental aspects of how science works and how disciplines
evolve. But, one main reason, probably the most important one of
all, was that neither Darwin nor his contemporaries produced a.
language that described what they were dealing with, that is, the
various bioturbation processes and their products, the biomantlesi
with stone-lines. As noted above, these terms and concepts came
much later. Without a language to describe phenomena, neither
scientists nor lay people can effectively communicate ideas.
Without an appropriate terminology, concepts as Darwin
produced may be lost to a field,- as his were. Visual models are
insufficient, a language must evolve with them.--

Here we have one of science's great conundrums, jargon. One
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person's language may be viewed by another as jargon. Jargon isP
both a curse and a blessing. A curse because we must learn it to
communicate effectively in a given field, and it takes work to
learn it. A blessing because one word can convey an idea, or
describe a thing or convey a complex process. The word 'hat', for
example, describes a thing and its fuinction, and carries a general
visual connotation of what it might look like. Now try the words"
evolution", or "bioturbation",

Using modern archaeological and soil science language, Darwin's
main message is: Bioturbation by small, soil-dwelling organisms
like earthworms, termites and ants, can bury artifacts and stones
and produce biomantles in which subsurface artifact-lines and
stone-lines can form. In the arena of human evolution, Africa,
many if not most Old, Middle and Late Stone Age artifacts, and
many younger ones that were dropped by early peoples on open
area sites now reside in the ubiquitous subsurface stone-lines of
that continent.

Finally, we can add to Darwin's observations. Where surface
erosional processes are greater than bioturbation processes, the
biomantle will disappear through erosion, and the stones and
artifacts that once formed the stone-line Will appear as a surface
lag. In some areas of Africa and elsewhere, this may have
happened once or several times.

Donald L. Johnson a professor in the Department of Geography
at the University of Illinois, Urbana.

Archaeology Travel _________

*Cruise the Nile with Omar Sharif and the editors of Egypt Revealed Mazine In
late October. Click here to read more

* For Those Who Choose To Walk Down A Different Path... Desert KingdoS &
Castle Crusaders of Syria & Jordan
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NEIGHBORHOOD MYSTERY

Is This the Grave of the 'George Washington of Astoria'?
The discovery of an obelisk in the ~..

overgrown yard of the First Re- TMLN
formed Church of Astoria has re- .TMLN

vived an old mystery: Is Astoria's rAw nun tiw u
founding father, Stephen A. Halsey, ..... rom Alo q istoStiw y
buried there? 7

Halsey was a wealthy fur trader, IpMld-1600's Astoria Village after John Jacob
born in 1798, who helped establish a _4:~ Algonquin Astor the millionaire fur trader.
community in western Queens near In dians inhabit 1672 The Steinway family moves
the river. In 1839, he received per- w'~ 'hat is now ispaomkn uiest
mission from the state government A storia in a Atstoianomkn uiest
to name a village after John Jacob vil20ge Pthmeytdismae
Astor, a fellow fur trader who was a catted Sunkisq, 12' aaon tdo ae

millonare.He hpedto ncoragewhih mans hundreds of its films in Astoria.milinare e opd oenouac his wien with stars like Clara Bow and the
* Asor o inestin te aea.Marx Brothers, before moving toAs it turned out, Astor never came 1652 William Hallett, an Hollywood in the late 1930's. In theto Astoria, and his entire financial Englishman, receives a grant from 1970's the property becomes thecontribution to the village was a $500 ., Gov. Peter Stuyvesant to develop Astoria-Kaufman Studios.donation to a seminary for young the area, which became known as 196164Tentoa

women. . ~&Hallett's Cove. Olympi 19i6 in fienatrialsr
Stil, alsy i cosidredthe1839 Stephen A. Halsey receives held in Astoria Pool in Astoria"'George Washington of Astoria," permission from the state to name Park.said Vincent Seyfried, author of-

more than a dozen books on Queens .. ,.Scarce Create Asto H toct oeey

history.
.For years it was rumored that tli nrse ihlce n u eaddta odcso a* Halsey, who died in 1875, was buried*.tlienrse wihlce ad Buhededhtnoeiinhd

in the small yard behind the First amade of a sandstone-like substance. yet been made to unearth the obelisk
Reformed Church, on 12th Street. If it bears an inscription, the words because of a concern that removal
The church's present building was* Rlctud L"e for 7U~ New York Times are on one of the buried sides. would 'damage the churchyard.
put uip in 1888, replacing an earlier Anintriguing obelisk at the First Local historians, including James Lula Thomas has been a member
chapel destroyed by tire. Though Mr. Reformed Church of Astoria. Driscoll of the Queens Historical So- of the congregation since 1963. Like
Seyfried said he had once seen a ciety, believe that the obelisk may others, she has heard the stories that
small square marker that he thought create a small sunflower garden, mark Halsey's grave. Church of fi- Halsey was buried in the yard.
identified the Halsey family vault, no Thyucvrdadblswih cals are intrigued. "It's Munfortunate that we have
grave has ever been found. eyucvrda blswih "if the founding father is in our such an important person here, andThen, a few months ago, congrega- appeared to have fallen over tong backyard,'" said the Rev. Dwayne yet we're not sure," she said; staring
tion members were cutting. back ago and to have become buried, Jackson of the church, "then we're down at the crusty surface of the
.some of the overgrowth in the yard to lengthwise. The monument, six feet the center of the community." obelisk. E. E. LIPPINCOTT
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Staten Island's western shore, Anne-Marie Cantwel' immigrants who came to settle in wiuat they'called
fantasiied' how the bleak landscape of rotting piers, the orsi ws' New Worldt hs
and oil tanks might have looked to the Paleo-lndlans. already 'living here," Ms. Cantwell said. And as the
who camped here 11,000 years ago. ct rwadsratelgc fteNtv

"It usthav ben grgeus, sh exlaied. Americans was buried the deepest and in many
"The Arthur Kill was only a stream, and the rest was cases was'the most .vulnerable to destruction by
a lush coastal plain, full of elk and caribou'" builders and by looters, the bane of tirban archaeolo-

"These were the first people to set eyes on this gists. 4
'' &

place, after the glaciers retreated," she said, and she "Unearthing Gotham" also tracks the tales of
'paused to summon up a blurry image of these, subsequent groups - the Dutch of lower Manhattan,
earliest of Ngw Yorkers.,. the English of Washington Square,, 'he African slaves ~

, -How did they live?" Another pause., in the African Burial Ground a b~pck north of City ±:p 4 .

".How'did they do their hair?" Hail Park, whose discovery in 1991 on the site of a r-
These are the kinds of questions that haunt Ms: new'federal building was one of the most eye-opening ~ It In~NlakTm

Canitwell, an' associate professor of anthropology at~ archaeological revelations in the city's history. O

Rutgers University, tind Diana diZerega.Wall, an For some periods - the 19th century, say-
associate professor of anthropology at City College of 'there' are also written records, letters, census fig- Ms. Wail, a native New Yorker, who fi st met
New: York. They are the co-authors of the book ures, even' photographs. But even so; Ms, Wall points Ms. Cantwell when they were graduate Stud nts at

* "Unearthing Gotham" (Yale University Press), out, "19th-century people didn't write down what New York University, has combed throughfiroken
which will appearin bookstores this'f all. they had for dinner. In those terms, archaeology is bits of porcelain for clues about the changing role of
* In telling the story of archaeology in New York the best:- unless people kept diaries, and for the women at the end of the 18th century. Other aqhaeol-

:City, the two professors - both veterans of urban *most part, poor people didn't keep diaries: So you
digs - have come up wlthlanother way of telling the look for food remains." ' '''Continued on Page B9
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IExploring the Old World '1hafs buried Under the INew
continued From First Arts page century, and possibaily the remains of

_____________the Tijger, a boat captained by Arian
Block, which is known to have

ogists have dug through privies and burned at the mouth of the Hudson
basements to understand how differ- River in 1613.
ent etbinicities - Dutch, French Hu- Another employee of the I.RT.,
guenot and English - lived together. William L,. Calver, considered one of

Ms, Cantwell specializes in the elu- the grand old men of New York ar-
sive presence of the first Indian ine chaeology around the turn of the 20th .. At kift, archaeologists workingiun.

habitants. "When you do recent sites, century, went on digs dressed in der the basement at 64 Pearl Steet

you ca take a close-up and locus on white shirt, coat and tie. Among his in lower Manhattan. Above, a
the individual people, using records notable discoveries was a dog skate- peeo ef otr hvfud
and other materials, she said, (on, solemnly buried with oyster
"With the old sites, you have to use a shells and pottery shards in an em-

macro lens. bankiment along the Harlem River. ini 1641 and later uised as the first city

The history of archaeological ex- Thhls and other dog burial sites sug- hall of New Amsterdam The Stadt

cavatlons in New York City is a gest chat the Indians who lived in tluysbloclkon PearlStreeloff Brand

spotty one that until recently was upper Manhattan in the Late Wood- Street - later to become the site of

largely the province of avocatioinal land period, between A.D. 1000 and Goldman, Sachs headquarters-

archaeologists - amateurs, It is 1500, shared a belief still held by was considered a perfect test case

thanks to their enthusiasm and per- their descendents, the modern Dela- for the Landmarks Preservation

severance that some of the most ware living in Oklahoma, that dogs Commission, Emboldened by federal

important finds were discovered and have a special role as their masters' legislation, it was beginning to flex

saved - for Instance, a rare collec- guardians. its muscles. Today the commission

tion of pottery shards and broken Many of the eafly finds in New can order an archaeological review

toos from the Early Woodland pen- York were made by boys who grew on any building sites that require a

od (2,700 i 2,000 years ago), found in up to become archaeologists, some zoning variance from the city. k

the 1930's at the site where La Guar. at the American Museum of Natural The remains of the Stadtl Nuys

dia Airport was being built, History, One of these, George Pep- were never found during 1979 dig, but

These early archaeologists are the per, led the team in 1&95 that dug up the site proved to be astonishingly

real heros of the book. In the late the body of a young child buried for rich. Altogether, the archaeologists

1950's, Edward Kaeser, who was self- 1,000 years, together with a rich col- uerhdtn ftosnso ri

taught, spent weekends in the off lection of beads and other valuables facts, the largest collection of 17th-

season digging on the property of a at Ward's Point, at the southern tip *century objects ever found in New

private beach club In Throgs Neck, 'of Staten Island,.a~aNao~vniv'~m York. Also found were the walls of

the Bronx. There, he came across a Staten Island has been particular- ________________the 
Lovelace Tavern, which was built

mysterious stash of 150 plates of ly rich in archaeological finds. In the .,cred places. Looting is a very, very years earlier. It was not long ago alongside the Stadt Huys in 1670 and,

sheet mica - similar to plates found 1950's, Albert Anderson, a dedicated nth lo g i'v, big problem," Ms. Cantwell said, that amateur archaeologists in New served as a temporary city hail for'
in the Midwest - which offered the 'avoicational," spotted his first CleIn- t eln viw and not just at Delphi, but right York were treated with scorn by the the English from 1697 to 1703.

firt eidece f ink bewee cost vi - lutd oins kownto av 7 isbeig. here in New York as well, People' city's curators and archaeologists These walls are visible today in a
airs andelnde Indlink peopesw een cos.vshaplued byitekow rieto Indans Ne ork sben have been known to walk away with who had their sights set elsewhere glass-covered ditch that was left be-

But in many cases, discoveries - as Port Mobil, the site of an oil ric nae ov r bones, even skulls'' npzln vrti nifrne ida h iea ouett h

werea mattero luck.In 1916.iamles tank farm owed by Exxon Mobil. r ic nae ov r "if you think of this modern living Ms. Cantwell and Ms. Wall concluded archaeologists' work. Alongside the

Kelley, an amateur historian who Over the years, the site yielded a and over ag i.city as an ancient site, it is huge," that New York, perhaps more than 17th-century walls is another wall,

was also, happily, the supervising total of 21 Clovis points, and more ag ishe said. "It is 325 square miles with other American cities, had turned its this one from a 19th-century house.

foreman on the construction of the than 120 stone tools. These finds, __________________ 600 miles of shore line. People are back on its history. "New York has and nearby lies the exposed founda-

new Interberough Rapid Transit sub- later examined at Seton Hall Uiniver- always complaining New York, like always been less concerned with its tion of the 20th-century skyscraper

way tunnel at the corner of Green- sity, established Port Mobil as the The looting of archaeological sites other American cities, has no histo- past,'' Ms. Wall said. 'The past is not that looms above.

wich and Dey Streets, discovered the oldest archaeological site In the city is one of the many heartaches of the ry, but we do - 11,000 years of it. It so much part of its identity. People 'Looking at this, you get a feeling

charred remains of a wooden ship. - a point of pride far the employees urban archaeologist. For this reason, was just that nobody was paying any who come here come to see Wall of the intensive use of the land," Ms.,

Since then, the remnanits - kept for of the tank farm, who remember the Ms aladM.Cnelaelah attention." Street, or SoHo, or to go shopping." Wall said as she peered down at the
decades~~Ms ini a sealio tankel ate thlld dyowearrwhed hntrh In fact, New York was something As it happened, the first officially collection of old and new stones. "It

Aquarium at Battery Point - have wold descend on the site after a topbiiemn ftect' ~~-of a latecomer to officially saic- sanctioned excavation began in the shows you that the city is something

beent determined to be Dutch proba. rainstorm, looking for washed up tro Ing sites, which include Native tioned archaeological excavationts: 1970's as a search for the old Ssadt being recreated over and over

bly, dating to the 16th or early 17th phies. American cemeteries and other sa- Philadelphia, for instance, began 20 Huys, built as a tavern by the Dutch again.'



PANYC EVENTS COMMITT'EE REPORT - September 19 - November 30, 2(X)1

EVENT SPEAKER DATE jTIME JLOCATION CONTACT FEE

The Seasonal Round exhibit permanent Garvies Point Museum & 516-571-8010 $2
preserve. 50 Barr), Drive. adnussic
Glen Cove, NY n

The Archaeology of Rock Hall exhibit permanent Rock Hail Museum. 199 516-239-1157 free
____________ __________Broadway, Lawrence, NY

African Burial Ground Project Film Festival film Sa 9/22 12MOffice of Public Education & 2 12432-5707 free
Interpretation for the ABC). 6

_______________________ __________ ________ ________WTC. Room 239 _ _____

New York City Historic Sites and their Sidney Horenstein Sat. 9/22 -5American Museum of Natural 212-769-5200$
Geological Settings 12________ PM_____ ______ History _________ ____

Exploring Central Asia: Recent Fred Hiebert Mon 9/24 6 PM Institute of Fine Arts, I E 78 free
Archaeological Discoveries from Old Sites _ ______ __________ St.
The Mystery of the Nazca Lines Anthony Aveni Thtirs 10/18 -8 PM Bruce Museum. Greenwich, 203-0614654 members

CT free. $5
_______________________________ _________________________ __________ _____________________ ____________ otheoher

CNEHA Annual Meeting conference 10/19-21 Niagara Falls, Ontario dena.doroszenko@ t $42
______________________________ ________________________ _________ _____________________ eritgefdaomembmeber

We the People: Archaeology of Everyday Tom Crist Tues 10/23 6 PM Barnard College, Sulzberger free
Life at Philadelphia's Independence Mall .Parlor, Barnard Hall
Margaret Mead Centennial Conference conference 11/1-2 .American Museum of Natural 212-769-5100

__________________________________History _________

Margaret Mead Film Festival films 11/2-10 American Museum of Natural 212-769-5304
_______________________________________History __________

Flophouse: Life on the flowery exhibit thru 11/4. New-York Historical Society 212-873-3400 admissio
__________________________________n

Mimesis, Monumentalism, and Kingship in Alan Kolata Mon I1115 6:30. PM Columbia University, 614 free
the Ancient Andes ________ .____ Schermerhorn Hall
TBA -Met. Chapter Dana Linek Tues 11/13 .6:30 PM Hunter College Room 710 free

Roman Wine: Tavern, Tattle, Banquet, . Stuart Fleming Tues 11/13 8 PM National Arts Club, 15 www.archaeoiogy.
Battle _________ _____________ Gramercy Park South - org ____



Early Dynastic Egypt: The Beginnings of David Moyer Tlurs 11115 8 PM Bruce Museum. Greenwich, 203-061-4654 memibers
Kingship CT free. $5

________________________________________ _______________________________otheoher

African Burial Ground: Fall Symposium Sat 11/17 12 PM Office ofCPublic Education & 212-432-5707 free
Interpretation for the ABG. 6

_____________________ __________ _______WTC. Room 239
Lost New York in Old Postcards exhibit thru 11/25 Museum of the City of New 2 12-534-1672 adrnissio

_________________________________________York In

Capture: Natv Amrcn n he exhibit thru 7/210 National Museum of the 212-514-3712 freePhoogapi mercn and_______ t 1/02__________ American Indian

If any members have events which they would like listed, please contact Linda Stone by phone or fax at (212)888-3130 or by mail 249 E 48 S1. #213, New York, NY 10017,



If you are interested in joining PANYC or if you would like to subscribe to the PANYC Newsletter,
piease compleze the form below and return it to Linda Stone, PANYC Secmryr, 249 East 48 Ster.v #22.
New York. N-Y 100 17

IN AME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE: IE-MAIL:
Please indicae pr.eerred mailing address and chec-k below as appropriate.

1 wish to apply for memb~ership to PANYC and would like to rece; ve the anolication fdrm

I wish to subscribe to the PANYC Newsletter (Fee $10) __

Amount of additional donation to PANYC
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Brooklyn, NY 11210-5423
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